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ABSTRACT The Balun low noise amplifier (LNA) is an LNA that exploits a combination of a common-
source (CS) and a common-gate (CG) transistors, which cancels the noise and distortion of the CG stage.
And since the CG is known to be linear, only the CS needs to be carefully designed and optimized. The Balun
LNA also cancels the distortion and noise of the CG. In this paper, the CS section will be fully analyzed,
and shown how the condition set in the literature review still satisfy the balancing output and cancel the CS
stage thermal noise as well as the CG thermal noise. Also, forward body biasing (FBB) is used to reduce
the threshold voltage and an addition of CS degeneration resistor to balance the output while still canceling
the thermal noise of the transistors is tested using UMC180nm on Cadence. The LNA achieves a gain of
19-16dB, NF < 3.6 over the bandwidth 200M-1.9GHz without a CS degeneration. A 17.8-14.8dB gain, a
NF < 3.8 over the bandwidth 200MHz-2.1GHz and power consumption of 12mW in both cases. Although
outside the bandwidth, at ISM 2.4GHz a gain of 14.5dB and a NF of 3.8 is achieved, making it suitable
for wireless sensor node (WSN) applications. According to the author’s knowledge, this is the first time the
degeneration resistor noise analysis on a Balun LNA is derived and analyzed.

INDEX TERMS Low-noise amplifiers, thermal noise, noise figure, circuit analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The CS LNA possesses better NF and more gain than the
CG LNA at low frequencies at the cost of power or off chip
components. Increasing the frequency of operation requires
more stable circuit elements, such as the CG. This means
that expanding the analysis on how to improve the noise
figure (NF) of CG was necessary for wideband and high
frequencies operations. This paper will take the CS thermal
noise of the Balun LNA fully into consideration with and
without a CS degeneration resistor. A new set of condition
to balance and cancel the thermal noise will also be derived
and presented. Another technique used was FBB to reduce
the Vth of the LNA. A real device study was conducted
using UMC180nm technology on cadence virtuoso, with one
component using the cadence Analog library; reason will be
explained.

II. LITRETURE REVIEW
The Balun LNA is a single input to double ended output.
Most Balun applications did not change the properties (such
as size) of the transistors, which made it appear unbalanced.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Dušan Grujić .

In [1] the Balun was thoroughly discussed, canceling the
CG thermal noise and distortion and giving a set of equa-
tion to ensure the LNA is balanced. In [2] a CG LNA was
designed using cross coupling capacitors, while improving
the NF. In [3] an all MOSFET Balun LNA was made with a
simplified NF, in [4]the design and measurement of a balance
wideband LNAwas presented. In [5] Differential Balun LNA
was used with BiCMOS, where the CE-stage acts as the error
correction stage canceling distortion and noise, although he
used degeneration resistors for both CE, there noise contri-
bution was not fully derived nor was the CE noise contri-
bution studied. In [6] four different Balun LNA topologies
were explained and studied, deriving a new tunable bandpass
topology; again no noise contribution from the CS or the CS
degeneration resistor was accounted for. In [7] a Balun LNA
was used with a CG stage before the Balun itself for matching
purposes, but no CS degeneration resistor was added. In [8]
Balun LNA was used, with cascaded structure on the CG, but
no new noise figure was derived and no CS degeneration was
used. In [9] instead of a global negative feedback technique
which helps in improving NF and matching at the price of
stability, a feedforward noise-canceling technique was used
allowing for noise and impedance matching, while canceling
the distortion and noise of the matching amplifiers. In [10] a
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resistive feedback was used to increase the bandwidth, the NF
was improved by adding a gm-enhanced cascaded amplifiers
with a source follower feedback. In [11] a Balun LNA and
a wide tuning range synthesizer is used to cover major fre-
quency bands of use today, the design does include a mixer
and a programmable integration sampler and clock discrete-
time filters, although the emphasis of the measurement where
the LNA, no new noise figure or degeneration source where
used. In [12] an ESD-protected Balun LNA with an inductor-
less broadband input matching is offered, the amplification
stage exploited double current reuse and a single-stage ther-
mal noise cancellation to enhance the gain, NF and power
consumption. In [13] a Balun LNA using g′′m compensation
technique at the output to improve the limited gain of the
CG stage. The Balun LNA is working in parallel with two g′′m
compensation transistors; one for every output stage; improv-
ing the gain by 5.4-5.8 dB, this technique also improved the
linearity performance. In [14] an inductorless Balun LNA for
low power multiband and multi-standard radios is proposed,
the LNA uses dual shunt feedback to reduce the bias current
needed by the CG while this current is reused in the CS
stage, the NF is derived but for the whole system not just the
Balun LNA. In [15] a newmodified current-bleeding (CBLD)
technique was used to cancel the noise of the Balun LNA,
this method helps solve the issue of balancing the Balun with
different resistors causing phase mismatch due to different
RC constant. A comparison between the conventional and
modified CBLD technique is tested, the modified CBLD uses
an extra resistor at the drain of the MOSFET in the CBLD
circuit, this increases the input impedance seen by the source
of the CBLD circuit (due to channel length modulation),
therefore reducing the overall noise, unfortunately, the Balun
NF derived is a cascaded structure Balun and not useful for
this papers analysis. In this paper, a complete noise analysis
will be derived, where part of the noise equation in equation
(1) [1] will be shown. The condition set for output balancing
will be tested and verified by the noise analysis in this paper.

In the differential pair, the noise of each transistor is
referred to the input and then multiplied by the gain of the
other transistor. The total output noise of the single transistor
in a differential pair is the output noise the first transistor
produces, added to the input referred noise of the second
transistor multiplied by the gain of first.

The noise figure (NF) of the Balun LNAwill only consider
the thermal noise of the transistors, resistors, and the source.
Moreover, the circuit is considered to have an infinite output
impedance, and ideal bias sources.

The NF in [1] is:

F = 1+
γ gmCG (RCG − RSgmCSRCS)2

RsA2V

+
γ gmCSR2CS (1+ gmCGRS)

2

RsA2V

+
(RCG + RCS) (1+ gmCGRS)2

RsA2V
(1)

FIGURE 1. Balun LNA, a combination of CS and CG.

where Av is the total gain of the Balun LNA taken to be
Av = gmCGRCG + gmCSRCS , were gmCSandgmCG are the
transconductance of the CS and CG respectively. RCSandRCG
are the drain resistance of CS and CG respectively,Rs is the
source resistance, and finally γ the noise coefficient (=2/3
in long channel). The first term in (1) is the noise of the
source, second is the CG, third is the CS, and fourth is the
resistors. But it doesn’t take the CS input referred noise into
consideration.

In [3] the NF of the Balun was found to be:

NF = 1+
kf

8kTRSg2mcox f αf

(
g2m1
W1L1

+
g2m
W2L2

)
+

γ

2RSgm

+
1

RSRDgm
(2)

The first term is the source noise, second is flicker, third
is transistor thermal noise and fourth is the resistor thermal
noise. Where gm1 = gmCG, gmb1 = gmbCG (the body effect of
the CG), gm2 = gmCS , W is the width and L is the length. The
conditions applied in (2) were:

gm = gm2 = (gm1 + gmb1)

L1 = L2
ro1 = ro2 = ro

ro1(gm1 + gmb1 � 1

IDCG = IDCS
RCG = RCS = R

AvLNA =
2roRDgm
ro + RD

III. NOISE ANALYSIS
Two noise equations were presented above in (1) and (2),
the following steps are a third noise analysis based on equa-
tion (1) method. Focusing on the second and third terms of
equation (1), which represent thermal noise, in [16] a step by
step analysis follows.
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The gain of the CG is given by [17]:

AvCG = gmCGRCG (3)

The gain of the CS is given by [17]:

AvCS = −gmCSRCS (4)

The gain of the LNA is the difference between CG and CS
gains:

AvLNA = gmCGRCG + gmCSRCS (5)

The voltage noise of the CG:

VoutCG = InCGRCG (6)

CG noise referred to the input:

VinCG =
InCGRCG
|AvCG|

=
InCG
gmCG

(7)

The output voltage noise of the CS:

VoutCS = InCSRCS (8)

The CS noise referred to the input:

VinCS =
InCSRCS
|AvCS |

=
InCS
gmCS

(9)

Total output noise of the CG when considering the input
referred noise of the CS is (using the above equations):

VoutCG,total = InCGRCG +
InCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG (10)

The total output voltage noise of the CS when considering the
input referred voltage noise of the CG is also given by:

VoutCS,total = InCSRCS +
InCG
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCS (11)

The voltage noise of the source is:

Vns = Vn ∗
(

Rin
Rin + Rs

)
(12)

And V 2
n is the power of the noise given to be [17]:

V 2
n= 4KTRS (13)

Assuming, Rin = 1
gmCG

, which is the low frequency matching
condition of the CG

Therefore,

Vns = Vn ∗
(

1
1+ gmCGRS

)
(14)

where K is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in kelvin
and R is the source resistance

Total voltage noise of the LNA:

VoutLNA = VoutCG,total − VoutCS,total (15)

Dividing by noise of the source resistance:

VoutLNA
Vns

=
(
VoutCG,total−VoutCS,total

)
∗
1+gmCGRS

Vn
(16)

Substituting the proper terms and simplifying:

(Vn was moved to the left side to ease calculation) :

VoutLNA
Vns

∗ Vn

=

 InCGRCG +
InCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG + InCGRCGgmCGRs

+
InCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCGgmCGRs



−

 InCSRCS +
InCG
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCS + InCSRCSgmCGRs

+
InCG
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCSgmCGRs


(17)

Grouping terms containing InCG:

InCGRCG + InCGRCGgmCGRs −
InCG
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCS

−
InCG
gmCG

gmCSRCSgmCGRs (18)

Grouping terms containing InCG into two terms:

InCG

(
RCG −

1
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCSgmCGRs

)
(19)

= InCG (RCG − RCSgmCSRs)

InCG

(
RCGgmCGRs −

1
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCS

)
(20)

Grouping terms containing InCS :

InCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG +
InCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCGgmCGRs − InCSRCS

− InCSRCSgmCGRs

= InCS

(
1

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG +

1
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCGgmCGRs

− RCS − RCSgmCGRs

)
(21)

After grouping the noise terms with their respective noise
currents, next step is to add them back and square to get the
noise power:

Vout2LNA
V 2
ns

∗ V 2
n

= I2nCG (RCG − RCSgmCSRs)
2

+ I2nCG

(
RCGgmCGRs −

1
gmCG

∗ gmCSRCS

)2

+ I2nCG

∣∣∣∣∣(RCG − RCSgmCSRs)
(
RCGgmCGRs
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−
1

gmCG
∗ gmCSRCS

)∣∣∣∣∣
+ I2nCS

 1
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG+
1

gmCS
∗gmCGRCGgmCGRs

−RCS−RCSgmCGRs

2

(22)

Finally, dividing by the gain of the LNA squared to refer the
noise to the input (23) as as shown at the bottom of this page,
The total NF is:

F= 1+Vin2LNA +
(RCG + RCS) (1+ gmCGRS)2

RsA2V
(24)

The reason for grouping the terms containing InCG into two
terms is to show the second term from (1) is in (23) as the first
term. Three more terms appear in (23) that do not in (1).

IV. BALANCING CONDITIONS
The Balun design condition set in [1] to achieve the best NF
and balanced output are as follows:

gmCS = ngmCG (25)

RCS =
RCG
n

(26)

RS =
1

gmCG
(27)

When these conditions where set in (23), a complete can-
celation of thermal noise and output balancing is achieved.
In other words, the differential pair thermal noise is canceled,
making use of the differential pair noise property.

Substituting the conditions set in [1]; (25), (26), (27);
into (23).
First Term:

γ gmCG (RCG − RCSgmCSRs)
2

Rs ∗ A2vLNA

=

γ gmCG
(
RCG −

RCG
n ngmCG

1
gmCG

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

= 0

Second Term:

γ gmCG
(
RCGgmCGRs − 1

gmCG
∗ gmCSRCS

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

=

γ gmCG
(
RCGgmCG 1

gmCG
−

1
gmCG
∗ ngmCG

RCG
n

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

= 0

Third Term and Fourth Term as shown at the bottom of the
next page.

V. BALANCING WITH CS DEGENERATION
Balun balancing with a degeneration source on the CS stage
was not done before, a complete analysis will be derived in
this section and simulated in the following section. If the
unbalance is produced due to the CS having higher gain than
the CG, balancing with a degeneration resistor is possible.
Ignoring the set condition in [1], it is possible to increase
the linearity of the system and cancel the transistors thermal
noise. Adding a degeneration resistor does increase the flex-
ibility of the system and adds one more degree of freedom to
the design. Detailed analysis follows:

Balancing the LNA with RSCS
The gain of the CG is still as in equation (3).
The gain of the CS is given by [17]:

AvCS = −
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS
(28)

The voltage noise of the CG is still as (6).
CG noise referred to the input is still as (7).
The output voltage noise of the CS is still as (8).
The CS noise referred to the input:

VinCS =
InCSRCS
|AvCS |

=
InCS (1+ gmCSRSCS)

gmCS
(29)

Total output noise of the CG when considering the input
referred noise of the CS is (using the above equations):

VoutCG,total= InCGRCG+
InCS (1+gmCSRSCS)

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG

(30)

Vin2LNA =
γ gmCG (RCG − RCSgmCSRs)

2

Rs ∗ A2vLNA

+

γ gmCG
(
RCGgmCGRs − 1

gmCG
∗ gmCSRCS

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

+

γ gmCG
∣∣∣(RCG − RCSgmCSRs) (RCGgmCGRs − 1

gmCG
∗ gmCSRCS

)∣∣∣
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

+

γ gmCS

( 1
gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG + 1

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCGgmCGRs

−RCS − RCSgmCGRs

)2

Rs ∗ A2vLNA
(23)
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The total output voltage noise of the CS when considering the
input referred voltage noise of the CG is also given by:

VoutCS,total = InCSRCS +
InCG
gmCG

∗
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS
(31)

Total voltage noise of the LNA:

VoutLNA = VoutCG,total − VoutCS,total

Dividing by noise of the source resistance:

VoutLNA
Vns

=
(
VoutCG,total − VoutCS,total

)
∗
1+ gmCGRS

Vn

Substituting the proper terms and simplifying:

(Vn moved to the left side to simplify calculation) :
VoutLNA
Vns

∗ Vn

=

[
InCGRCG +

InCS (1+ gmCSRSCS)
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG

+ InCGRCGgmCGRs +
InCS (1+ gmCSRSCS)

gmCS

∗ gmCGRCGgmCGRs

]

−

 InCSRCS +
InCG
gmCG

∗
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS

+InCSRCSgmCGRs +
InCG
gmCG

∗
gmCSRCSgmCGRs
1+ gmCSRSCS


(32)

Grouping InCG and InCS from (32), (33), (34) as shown at the
bottom of the next page.
After grouping the noise terms with their respective noise
currents, next step is to add them back and square to get the
noise power:

Vout2LNA
V 2
ns

∗ V 2
n

= I2nCG

[
RCG + RCGgmCGRs −

1
gmCG

∗
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS

−
gmCSRCSRs

1+ gmCSRSCS

]2
+ I2nCS

[
1+ gmCSRSCS

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG +

(1+ gmCSRSCS)
gmCS

∗ g2mCGRCGRs − RCS − RCSgmCGRs

]2
(35)

An Rscs is to be picked to cancel the thermal noise.

Rscs =
gmCSRCS − gmCGRCG

gmCSgmCGRCG
(36)

The Rscs equation is also the same equation found if
AvCG = |AvCS | and solving for Rscs:

gmCGRCG =
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS

Substituting (37) into (34):

InCG[RCG + RCGgmCGRs −
1

gmCG

∗
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCS
gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG
gmCSgmCGRCG

−
gmCSRCSRs

1+ gmCS
gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG
gmCSgmCGRCG

]

= InCG[RCG + RCGgmCGRs −
gmCSRCS

gmCG +
gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG

RCG

−
gmCSRCSRs

1+ gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG
gmCGRCG

]

= InCG

[
RCG + RCGgmCGRs

−
gmCSRCSRCG

gmCGRCG + gmCSRCS − gmCGRCG

−
gmCSRCSRsgmCGRCG

gmCGRCG + gmCSRCS − gmCGRCG

]
= InCG

[
RCG + RCGgmCGRs

−
gmCSRCSRCG
gmCSRCS

−
gmCSRCSRsgmCGRCG

gmCSRCS

]
= InCG

[
RCG + RCGgmCGRs − RCG − RCGgmCGRs

]
= 0

γ gmCG
∣∣∣(RCG − RCSgmCSRs) (RCGgmCGRs − 1

gmCG
∗ gmCSRCS

)∣∣∣
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

=

γ gmCG
∣∣∣(RCG − RCG

n ngmCG 1
gmCG

) (
RCGgmCG 1

gmCG
−

1
gmCG
∗ ngmCG

RCG
n

)∣∣∣
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

= 0

γ gmCS
(

1
gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG +

gmCGRCGgmCGRs
gmCS

− RCS − RCSgmCGRs
)2

Rs ∗ A2vLNA

=

γ gmCS
(
gmCGRCG
ngmCG

+
1

ngmCG
∗ gmCGRCGgmCG 1

gmCG
−

RCG
n −

RCG
n gmCG 1

gmCG

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

= 0
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Substituting (35) into (33):

InCS

[
1+ gmCS

gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG
gmCSgmCGRCG

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG

+

(
1+ gmCS

gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG
gmCSgmCGRCG

)
gmCS

∗ g2mCGRCGRs − RCS

− RCSgmCGRs

]

= InCS

[
1+ gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG

gmCGRCG

gmCS
∗ gmCGRCG

+

(
1+ gmCSRCS−gmCGRCG

gmCGRCG

)
gmCS

∗ g2mCGRCGRs − RCS

− RCSgmCGRs

]
= InCS

[
gmCGRCG + gmCSRCS − gmCGRCG

gmCS

∗ +

(
g2mCGRCGRs + gmCSRCSgmCGRs − g

2
mCGRCGRs

)
gmCS

− RCS − RCSgmCGRs

]
= InCS [RCS ∗ +RCSgmCGRs − RCS − RCSgmCGRs]
= 0

Finally, dividing by the gain of the LNA squared to refer the
noise to the input (37), as shown at the bottom of the next
page.

The total NF of the LNA with RSCS is:

NF=1+Vin2LNA+
(RCG+RCS) (1+gmCGRS)2

RsA2V
+
RSCS
Rs

(38)

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Using United Microelectronics Corporation (UMC180nm)
process design kit (PDK) in Cadence, a comparison is made
between Balun LNAwith and without degeneration of the CS
stage.

Another technique used in this design is the forward body
biasing (FBB) which reduced the Vth of the transistors [18].
FBB is when the body is connected to a DC supply (or gate)
instead of source or ground. In the case of CG, the body is
directly connected to the gate, as no AC signal is present on
the gate. However, for the CS, the body cannot be connected
to the gate as an AC signal is present, the body is connect to
its own biasing voltage or before the biasing resistor.

FIGURE 2. Balun LNA using NMOS UMC180nm with CS degeneration.

TABLE 1. Balun LNA circuit parameters.

FIGURE 3. NMOS cross section area with body grounded.

Fig (3) and Fig (4) shows a cross sectional diagram of the
NMOS device. It illustrates the body connection and its effect
on the depletion region, the depletion region around the drain
has a huge impact on the channel and adding FBB increases
the concentration of the electrons, therefore reducing the Vth
needed to drive the NMOS.

InCG : InCG

[
RCG + RCGgmCGRs −

1
gmCG

∗
gmCSRCS

1+ gmCSRSCS
−

gmCSRCSRs
1+ gmCSRSCS

]
(33)

InCS : InCS

 1+ gmCSRSCS
gmCS

∗ gmCGRCG +
(1+ gmCSRSCS)

gmCS
∗ g2mCGRCGRs

−RCS − RCSgmCGRs

 (34)
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FIGURE 4. NMOS cross section area with body biased.

FIGURE 5. Gain vs frequency of CG, CS and CS with degeneration.

In Fig (5), CG gain, CS without degeneration and CS with
degeneration gain are plotted. Before the addition of RSCS ,
the gain unbalance at the low frequencies is 2 dB. After the
addition of the RSCS , gain unbalance is reduced to 0.4db.
The noise was disable in the RSCS to check the validity of
whether the thermal noise can be canceled if balanced with a
degeneration source.

Fig (6) shows the NF comparison between the LNA with
and without RSCS . A drop in NF after balancing indicates that
RSCS can be used to balance and cancel the transistors thermal
noise. This means another degree of freedom has been added
to the design of the Balun LNA.

Without RSCS , the unbalance created by the CS stage is
more than the unbalance created than with RSCS . A higher
unbalanced gain output is present without RSCS , which result
in a higher NF at low frequencies,shown in Fig (5) and
Fig (6). However, with the addition of RSCS , the unbalanced
was reduced resulting in a decrease in NF, but at higher

FIGURE 6. LNA NF with CS degeneration resistor (resistors noise is
disabled) and without CS degeneration.

FIGURE 7. LNA NF with CS degeneration resistor (resistors noise is
disabled), CS degeneration resistor (resistors noise is enabled) and
without CS degeneration.

frequencies where the unbalance was increased due to RSCS
the noise of the LNA is increased. Fig (7) shown NF of
the LNA when the noise of RSCS was enabled, the overall
NF of the LNA is increased by an average of 0.4 due the
resistors own thermal noise contribution. However, the lin-
earity increases due to adding the degeneration source must
be accounted for.

VII. LINEARITY TEST
Sweeping input power from −20dbm to 0 dBm.
Fig (8) and Fig (9) are the P1dB compression points at

900MHz. Fig (8) is the LNA with Rscs and Fig (9) is the
LNA without Rscs. An increase in linearity is noticed with
the addition of Rscs of around 1.4dBm.

Vin2LNA =
γ gmCG

(
RCG + RCGgmCGRs − 1

gmCG
∗

gmCSRCS
1+gmCSRSCS

−
gmCSRCSRs
1+gmCSRSCS

)2
Rs ∗ A2vLNA

+

γ gmCS

(
gmCGRCG(1+gmCSRSCS )

gmCS
+

(1+gmCSRSCS )g2mCGRCGRs
gmCS

−RCS − RCSgmCGRs

)2

Rs ∗ A2vLNA
(37)
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FIGURE 8. P1dB with CS degeneration @900MHz is −2.6.

FIGURE 9. P1dB without CS degeneration @900MHz is −4.

FIGURE 10. P1dB with CS degeneration @2.4GHz is −1.9.

FIGURE 11. P1dB without CS degeneration @2.4GHz is −2.5.

Fig (10) and Fig (11) are the P1dB compression points at
2.4GHz. Fig (10) is the LNA with Rscs and Fig (11) is the
LNA without Rscs. An increase in linearity is noticed with
the addition of Rscs of around 0.6dBm.

FIGURE 12. Total LNA gain vs frequency with CS degeneration.
BW=200M-2.1GHz.

FIGURE 13. Total LNA gain vs frequency without CS degeneration,
BW=200M-1.9GHz.

Fig (12) is the LNA total voltage gain with RSCS , and
Fig (13) is the total gain without RSCS . The LNA did lose
1.2dB in gain, but the bandwidth is increased by 200MHz.

In addition to the condition set in [1], another balancing
condition for the Balun LNA can be added by using a degen-
eration resistor. If the Balun LNA is balanced, equation (37)
will give you zero, meaning RSCS does not need to be added.

If gmCS > gmCG by a factor of ‘‘n’’, RCS > RCG by a
factor of ‘‘m’’ and the CG satisfies the matching condition
RS = 1/gmCG the following set of balancing condition can
be derived:

gmCS = ngmCG (39)

RCS = mRCG (40)

RS =
1

gmCG
(41)

Substituting (39), (40), (41) into (36):

Rscs =
mngmCGRCG − gmCGRCG

ngmCGgmCGRCG

⇒ Rscs =
mn− 1
ngmCG

⇒ Rscs =
mn− 1
n
∗ RS (42)

Equation (42) expresses Rscs as a function of the unbalance
multiplier factor ‘‘n’’ and ‘‘m’’ in terms of RS .
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TABLE 2. Comparison with state of the art LNAS.

FIGURE 14. CS and CG gain at fast corner at −40◦C.

FIGURE 15. CS and CG gain at typical corner at 27◦C.

VIII. PROCESS-VOLTAGE-TEMPERATURE
VARIATION
The PVT (fast, typical and slow corner at−40,27 and 125◦C)
for the LNA with degeneration resistor are simulated in this
section, where the voltage gain, voltage gain unbalance and
output phase are plotted. An ideal DC block was used at the
input when simulating the AC analysis, and the biasing was
not changed.

From Fig (14-16), the CG has suffered the most variation
due to the PVT, where the gain at 200MHz at the corners is

FIGURE 16. CS and CG gain at slow corner at 125◦C.

FIGURE 17. The LNA output phase at different corners, since the
difference between fast and slow corner phases is only 2◦, the output
phase of the LNA at the three corners appear to be identical.

15.6dB at fast corners and 7.7dB at slow corner (7.9dB drop
from fast to slow), while the CS is 13.4dB at fast corners
and 8.2dB at slow corner (5.2dB drop from fast to slow).
In Fig (17) the different phase of the output of the LNA
is plotted for the three corners, a phase difference of 2◦ is
present between fast and slow corners, hence why Fig (17)
appears to have one plot.
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FIGURE 18. Total LNA gain at fast (−40◦C), typical (27◦C) and slow
(125◦C).

IX. CONCLUSION
Balun is a differential pair, therefore the thermal noise is
expected to cancel if the LNA is designed properly. Step by
step analysis of the noise was given in this paper where it
was shown that the condition for balancing will cancel the
thermal noise of the Balun transistors and not only the CG
stage. If the unbalance of the output gain is created due to the
CS stage having higher gain than the CG stage, the addition
of a degeneration resistor to the CS to balance the output is
presented. The degeneration resistor impact on the thermal
noise cancelation was derived and simulated to see if the
reduction of the gain unbalance with a degeneration resistor
can reduce the transistors thermal noise(or cancel it) without
changing the transconductance gm or the drain resistors Rd.
A new set of conditions revolving around CS degeneration
were derived. Thermal noise cancelation is due to the gain
being out of phase while the thermal noise is in phase. Since
the Balun LNA takes the difference in the output, the thermal
noise is subtracted.
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